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What the Critics are Saying about Impatient with Desire by Gabrielle Burton:
"The literary equivalent of El Dorado — the lost City of Gold. Absolutely
unforgettable.""
Maureen Corrigan - "Favorite Books of 2010" - NPR

"Burton's writing tears out the reader's heart as it brings closure to her quest to
understand a woman lost to time. "Impatient With Desire" finally rescues Tamsen
Donner from ignominy, bringing her back to us a robust and very alive woman."
Erika Schickel, Los Angeles Times

"Burton seeks to exhume the humanity in the story of the Donner party. She
succeeds."
The New York Times

"Insightful and heart-wrenching. It is as if Burton has given the Donner Party a
voice more than 150 years later, one of hopes, dreams, fear, isolation, strength
and, ultimately, courage. Kept me entranced."
Sacramento Book Review

"A 19th century voice that reads like Louisa May Alcott meets Cormac McCarthy.
It is this indomitable voice - lost to history except in fragments - that Burton
recovers and amplifies for us in Impatient with Desire."
Buffalo News

"A beautifully written fictional account. Burton gives us a flesh and blood Tamsen
Donner {who} inspires us with her unquenchable spirit, her awe and gratitude for
the beauty she saw while crossing the country, and her firm sense of destiny as one
who would settle the United States for future generations."
Nina Sankovitch, Huffington Post

What the Critics are Saying about
Impatient with Desire by Gabrielle Burton: (continued)

"The portrayal of Tamsen and the investigation of motivation is one of the
triumphs of Impatient With Desire. The other is Ms. Burton's narrative skill. Not
just a gripping tale of the Donner party, but a model of how to write compelling
and enlightening historical fiction."
The Washington Times

"Finely crafted and spellbinding in the calm pain of its heroine, Impatient with
Desire is historical fiction at its best. For readers interested in women’s history,
westward expansion, wilderness tales, and historical fiction."
Feminist Review

"If you read one book on the Donner Party, this is the one to read."
Mick McAllister, writer and critic

"Unique and exquisite love story."
M Shanmughalingam, film critic and writer

"A lyrical and moving portrait of a complex and fascinating woman caught in a
devastatingly untenable situation."
Gemma Whelan, author Fiona: Stolen Child

"A stunning achievement, the brilliant ending instantly reminding me of the way
Emily Dickinson kept the pages of the poems she wrote tied in sheathes. A
formidable accomplishment."
William Fischer, Professor of English Emeritus

"Haunting and poignant. recommended for anyone interested in women writers,
pioneers, wives and mothers."
Mel Ryane, author Teaching Will and On Location

"Impatient with Desire had everything I wanted to know, everything I had
wondered about, with respect to a woman's experience of this journey."
Amazon.com
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